On the positive side, those interested in traditional ballads often connect the county with the hit movie Songcatcher, since both Olive Dame Campbell and Cecil Sharp collected ballads in the area in the nineteen-teens. Photographers Rob Amberg and Tim Barnwell have also documented the beauty of the landscape and its people in their image collections, while musicians including Laura Boosinger and Sheila Kay Adams have brought major recognition to the area for its performance arts. Adams, for example, was recently named a 2013 National Endowment for the Arts National Heritage Fellow, one of only nine in the United States.
But Madison County also seems to function as a distinctly Appalachian space onto which cultural anxieties about poverty, drug use, unruly evangelicalism, and all manner of negative stereotypes are projected. It was the site of the Shelton Laurel Massacre in 1863, garnering the nickname "Bloody Madison" that still resonates today. 5 Certainly Cash's novel qualifies as Appalachian in other ways too, but it also forges new and important literary ground by upending one long-held stereotype of Appalachia in particular: mountain fatalism.
Religion scholars and philosophers have written extensively about the term "fatalism. " Regardless of whether it is defined in religious or secular terms, at its most basic level, fatalism means that an outcome is predetermined. Southern religion scholar Deborah Vansau McCauley explains that "the extreme Calvinist position of extreme predestination" is "the closest doctrinal formulation to what can be characterized as 'fatalism. '" 6 According to philosopher Robert Solomon, "fatalism is the narrative thesis that some action or event was bound to happen because it 'fits' so well with the agent's character, " suggesting that the outcome may be positive or negative. 7 It is simply what was meant to be. But when we add the qualifier "mountain" to the term, the definition takes on a decidedly negative connotation.
This regional understanding of the term began early, as evidenced in William Goodell Frost's frequently cited Atlantic Monthly article from 1899, "Our Contemporary Ancestors. " In it, he writes that the "the mountains seem the natural home of fatalism, " suggesting a kind of predetermined quality to a specific geographic location.
8 Almost a century later, War on Poverty writer Jack Weller compounded statements like Frost's by contending that "[t]he fatalism of mountain people has a religious quality to it: 'If that's the way God wants it, I reckon that's the way it'll be. We just have to take what the Lord sends us. He knows best. " 9 The term is used still used widely; for example, in a 2011 article about how fatalism affects healthcare in Appalachia, Wendy Welch writes that it can appear as "Faith-based; oppositional to distrust; pride covering poverty; apathy or unwillingness to change; based on ignorance of potential health outcomes; upholding a quality of life. " She concludes with a plea for "an ongoing dialogue about care in Appalachia" that will help dismantle "the smothering blanket of fatalistic stereotypes. "
10 Although Cash's novel does not focus on healthcare in the region, it nevertheless helps us begin having the kind of dialogue that Welch recommends.
It does so because in a literary sense, a character in Appalachian fiction with a fatalistic outlook would automatically expect the worst. Or as Janet Boggess Welch explains, "It is Murphy's Law of the Mountains that things will always get worse, even if presently they are better. "
11 This propensity for gloom is somewhat understandable given the often difficult living circumstances for some-though notably not all-in the mountains from the late 1800s to present-day, yet the focus on this outlook in literature seems unusually common. In Mary Noailles Murfree's 1883 local color short story, "The Harnt That Walks Chilhowhee, " for example, Clarsie "Sometimes, after I make an especially dark pronouncement or gloomy prediction, I'll shrug and say, 'Well, I'm just a hillbilly fatalist. ' I inherited that philosophical predisposition from my mother, who could find the coal-black lining in any silver cloud. She believed, and a lifetime of disappointing experience have proved, that fate was waiting for you at every turn, ready to crush your spirits and prospects flatter than a fritter: you might as well accept it and submit to it. " 13 From turn-of-the-century writing about Appalachia to War on Poverty reports about the region to contemporary literature, the phrase "mountain fatalism" signals an unavoidably undesirable conclusion.
These examples represent only a fraction of the many references to mountain fatalism in Appalachian literature, thus readers familiar with other mountain writers might expect Cash's characters to share this fatalistic outlook, but not all of them do. In fact, one major way in which Cash subverts reader expectations is by joining with other writers who break with Appalachian literary tradition when he depicts surprisingly hopeful characters, despite the exceedingly difficult situations in which they find themselves. In doing so he overturns proclamations like Weller's that "Mountaineers are never very optimistic about anything. "
14 Ironically, although religion seems intimately connected to a fatalistic outlook in much, though not all, previous fictional and non-fictional writing about Appalachia, for Cash the kind of faith he writes about has the opposite result. He states in an interview that "What's amazing about the charismatic faith or the holiness movement is that everyone is considered morally corrupt. And you can be morally corrupt and pray your way out of it. You can be the greatest sinner in the world and then ask for forgiveness. You credit your successes to God and your failures to the Devil. "
15
While this doctrinal belief is certainly not new to Appalachia, Cash's representation of it as a central feature in his novel lends hope to what seems an otherwise hopeless situation comprised of a majority of characters seeking spiritual and human assurance. In this way, the novel features an ending that combines both tragedy and cautious optimism.
The story opens from Adelaide Lyle's perspective, an elderly woman who feels partially responsible for the death of Stump Hall during a church service. Early in her section we learn about the change that her church underwent ten years prior when a former meth-maker, Carson Chambliss, became pastor. She explains that he changed the church's name from in the chapter, readers familiar with the Bible know that it reads as such: "And these signs shall follow them that believe; In my name shall they cast out devils; they shall speak with new tongues; they shall take up serpents; and if they drink any deadly thing, it shall not hurt them; they shall lay hands on the sick, and they shall recover. " Lyle goes on to recount an incident when Chambliss first introduced snake handling to the congregation and a woman named Molly Jameson died. After that incident, Lyle took care of the children during services, explaining "I had my little congregation and he had his, and we didn't have hardly anything to do with each other. I felt like I was doing what the Lord wanted me to do with those children. "
16 Given her devotion to these children, Lyle feels especially guilty when Christopher Hall, whom everyone else in the novel except his mother calls Stump, dies.
Likewise, the novel's other two narrators-Stump's brother, Jess, and the town's Sherriff, Clem Barefield-are also seeking a kind of redemption, but for different reasons. While Lyle feels guilty about her inability to save Stump, Jess feels ashamed because he witnesses two significant incidents that contribute his brother's death: first, Stump and Jess accidentally discover that their mother, Julie, is having an affair with Carson Chambliss. Jess flees the scene without detection by Chambliss, but Stump does not. Cash's portrayal of Chambliss as an ex-drug-dealing, immoral preacher makes clear that both Jess and readers should be concerned for Stump's well-being, yet Jess is reluctant to tell anyone what he and Stump saw. Second, when Jess and his friend Joe Bill sneak to the back of the church and peep through a gap above the air conditioner, they witness the first of two healing ceremonies performed on Stump. Traumatized by seeing Stump "kicking like he was trying to get away, " Jess "for a second for [gets] where [he is] and holler [s] out 'Mama!'" 17 Jess' mother hears the call and interprets it as a miracle, believing that the laying of hands has made Stump able to speak. Jess does not reveal the truth to his mother, and when Stump dies during the second healing service that evening, Jess is left harboring not one, but two dark secrets. The novel's third narrator, Clem Barefield, also carries an enormous sense of guilt, one that ties him to Jess' grandfather, Jimmy Hall. A notorious drunk with a history of physical and verbal abuse, Jimmy Hall once supervised Clem's son, Jeff, who dies in a tragic power line accident. Clem blames himself for letting Jeff work with Jimmy, and after a long hiatus from Madison County, Jimmy returns in an effort to rebuild his relationship with his family. Cash manages to connect this cast of characters through a shared sense of responsibility, guilt, and a yearning for forgiveness. Despite these desperate longings, the novel ends in tragedy: Jess tells his father about his mother's affair, resulting in a shoot-out near the novel's conclusion that leaves both Jess' father and Carson Chambliss dead and Jess' mother injured and traumatized. Jess' prospects for the future look grim with a mother who seems likely to abandon him and a grandfatherturned-caretaker with a history of addiction and abuse.
Moreover, given the fatalistic tradition into which this novel falls, readers might expect the remaining characters to feel dejected and hopeless. Instead, in an unexpected twist that plunges into surprising territory for Appalachian characters, Cash suggests that perhaps both Jimmy Hall and Adelaide Lyle find something that resembles forgiveness or at least the possibility of it. Jimmy Hall's return to Madison County coincides with Stump's death, so his attempt to re-enter the family structure occurs as the family grieves and tries to understand how and why Stump died. Cash makes clear that Julie does not approve of Jimmy's return when she tells her husband, Ben, "Well, if he asks you for any money, then you'd better tell him to get in line behind me. "
18 Jess meets his grandfather for the first time when the sheriff and Jess' father realize that they need someone to take care of Jess as they attempt to sort out what happened to Stump. On the ride to Jess' house, Jess notices that Jimmy's fingers are twitching, and when Jimmy tries to buy alcohol at a gas station (but fails because it is Sunday), then searches the house for hidden bottles, readers understand the severity of his dependence on alcohol.
From this point forward readers might expect a swift decline into addiction for Jimmy, but instead, Cash includes a reference that signals hope for Jimmy when he successfully removes a splinter from Jess' hand. During the process Jimmy explains that he has experience working with wood, and when Jess asks him if he is a carpenter-which when read within the context of this novel may be seen as a reference to Jesus-Jimmy responds, "I ain't much of anything right now … but I've been a lot of things. I guess I was one of those at one time. "
19 Though Jimmy feels insecure about his standing, Cash nevertheless embeds a powerful reference to forgiveness and the hope for eternal life with this comparison to Jesus' occupation. Such referencing makes sense when paired with Carson Chambliss' Satan-like portrayal; after one particularly unsettling encounter with him, Adelaide reveals that she had "looked right into the face of evil. " 20 This comparison seems even more appropriate given Chambliss' dependence upon snakes in his church services; in the same way that a serpent disrupts the Garden of Eden, so too does Chambliss disrupt life in the novel's community. Yet Cash's characters are not doomed to suffer the evils of the world, nor of Carson Chambliss. Although the novel ends in tragedy, Jess seems to undergo a kind of baptism, or at least cleansing, when he is caught in a rain storm on the way home from Joe Bill's and decides to tell his father the truth about his mother's affair. Moreover, in the novel's conclusion Adelaide observes that at Ben Hall's funeral, Jimmy "had him on a nice clean shirt and a tie just like his grandson's" and he "kept those hands steady, " a sign that he had not been drinking that day. " Lyle goes on to report, "Jimmy Hall brings [Jess] down for church just about every Sunday now, but he never comes with him, " yet she decides "that's all right with [her] . He don't ever have to step foot inside [the] church if he doesn't want to. It's enough for [her] to know that he's out there if Jess needs him.
[She] think[s] it's enough for Jess too. " Her comments about Jimmy are notably free of judgment, and Adelaide also states, "A church can be healed, and it can be saved like people can be saved. And that's what happened to us. " 21 Certainly the perspective with which Cash ends the novel does not coincide with "Murphy's Law of the Mountains. " Instead, Adelaide's narration provides a rupture of optimism within what seems an otherwise bleak situation. This tentative hopefulness echoes the ending of James Still's seminal Appalachian novel River of Earth, when the Baldridge family rejoices in the birth of a new child, even though their last child likely starved to death or Charles Frazier's Cold Mountain, where grieving Ada finds joy in a new baby. Like Still and Frazier, Cash avoids giving readers a sugar-coated ending but instead imbues a dire situation with the possibility-however unlikely-of a better day for his characters. n
